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Summary—The microwave cavities of NIST-F1, the cesium 

fountain primary frequency standard at the National Institute of 

Standards and Technology (NIST), have been replaced with a new 

design. The distributed cavity phase (DCP) bias of the new cavity 

must be investigated. Here, we describe an initial study of the DCP 

bias using the techniques developed by Li and Gibble [Li and 

Gibble, Metrologia 41 (2004); Li and Gibble, Metrologia 47 

(2010)]. We solve for the field distribution in the Ramsey cavity 

using a relatively simple 3D finite element model. Density matrix 

simulations using this field model suggest that the DCP errors of 

the new cavity design are manageably small. 

Keywords—Cesium fountain clock; distributed cavity phase 

shift; finite element modeling frequency bias 

I. INTRODUCTION

NIST-F1 is a primary cesium fountain frequency standard
developed by the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST) [1]. It was first evaluated as a frequency 
standard nearly twenty years ago, but recent changes to the 
apparatus have led us to begin a re-evaluation of NIST-F1’s 
accuracy. Several years ago, NIST-F1’s state selection and 
Ramsey cavities were replaced with a new design. These 
cavities have a radius � = 30 mm  and two diametrically
opposed feeds centered on the cavity sidewalls. They are made 
from aluminum (Al 6061 T6, conductivity � = 2.5 × 10S/m)
rather than copper (� = 5.8 × 10 S/m). Also, the apertures in
the endcaps, which allow cold atoms to pass through the cavity, 
are asymmetric. For the Ramsey cavity, the aperture in the upper 
endcap has a radius ��,� = 7.2 mm, while the aperture in the

lower endcap has a radius ��,� = 5.5 mm. The effect of this new

cavity design on the fountain’s performance must be evaluated.  

The distributed cavity phase (DCP) bias is a first-order 

Doppler shift due to cold atoms moving through phase 

gradients in the Ramsey cavity. The spatial phase variations are 

caused by the finite conductivity of the cavity walls and 

endcaps [2-4]. The DCP bias can be calculated with the 

methods developed by Li and Gibble [3-8]. In their approach, 

the deviation of the cavity field from a perfect standing wave is 

obtained from a finite element model. Then, the field is used to 

solve the density matrix equations for a distribution of atomic 

trajectories. For fountain cavities with cylindrical symmetry, 

the cavity field can be obtained from a set of 2D finite element 

calculations [3,4], but the method has also been implemented in 

3D [8]. Previous work at NIST towards understanding the DCP 

bias and microwave power dependence in Cs fountains at NIST 

relied on analytical methods rather than the numerical methods 

developed by Li and Gibble and discussed here [9]. 
The field modeling approach of Li and Gibble can be used 

to accurately quantify the DCP bias [5], but it requires 
significant development to implement. For an initial study of the 
DCP errors of NIST-F1’s new cavity, we have investigated a 
simple 3D finite element model [10-12]  that solves for the 
whole cavity field rather than isolating the deviations from a 
standing wave. Although our approach is less accurate, it is 
straightforward to implement, and we obtain field models that 
appear suitable for an initial estimate of the DCP bias. We find 
that the DCP errors are manageably small despite the cavity’s 
unusual features. 

II. REVIEW OF DCP THEORY

Li and Gibble [3,4] have developed a complete theory of the

DCP bias for cold atom fountains. Here, we summarize some 

of their results which are applicable to our study. For a 

cylindrical fountain cavity, it is useful to treat the cavity field 

as a Fourier series in cos���� where � is an integer and � is

the angular variable in cylindrical coordinates. Typically, it is 

only necessary to consider terms � = �0, 1, 2� because further

terms are small due to the convergence of the Fourier series and 

suppressed by averaging over the atomic distribution [3, 4]. 

After we solve for the field in 3D, we convert the field into a 

Fourier series in cos���� for further analysis.

The bias caused by the cavity phase gradients can be 

quantified by computing the asymmetry in the transition 

probability between the two sides of the Ramsey fringe as a 

function of microwave amplitude, �. The asymmetry can be 

expressed as � ��� = �
� ! "�, #$

% & −  "�, − ($
% &)  where �*

is the fringe spacing and  ��, *�  is the average transition

probability for microwave amplitude �  and frequency * [5].

The frequency shift is proportional to �  divided by the

contrast of the Ramsey fringes. 

The general theory of the DCP bias allows us to predict some 

consequences of the asymmetric Al cavity.  For a particular 

trajectory through the fountain, �  is proportional to the skin

depth, + = ,2/-./�  (/ is the angular frequency and -. is the

vacuum permeability constant) [4]. Therefore, one expects the 

DCP effects to be a factor of ,�01/�23 ≈ 1.5  larger for an

aluminum cavity compared to a copper cavity with the same 

geometry. From an analysis of the sensitivity function and the 
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cavity phase variations, one can see that the vertical asymmetry 

will likely increase the DCP errors near normal power [4].  

III. RESULTS 

The simplicity of our finite element method raises concerns 

about the accuracy of the cavity field model, particularly near 

the edge of the apertures on the cavity endcaps [3,4]. To 

investigate the quality of the field models obtained with this 

approach, we have performed several checks. First, we simulate 

a closed cavity and obtain good agreement with the analytical 

solution [3]. The results are shown in Fig. 1. Second, we studied 

models of cavities with endcap apertures for a range of finite 

element meshes. We model the edge of the aperture with a finite 

radius of curvature, �5  [4]. Figure 2 illustrates the results of a 

mesh refinement study for a model of the asymmetric Al cavity 

where the edge has �5 = 50 μm. The solution is well behaved, 

although some variation can still be seen near the aperture edge 

with the highest quality mesh. The convergence improves near 

the edge if the radius of curvature is increased. As a further 

simplification, we omit atoms that come within 0.1 mm of the 

aperture edge in our density matrix calculations. This neglects 

the rapid field variation very close to the aperture’s edge. 

However, these field variations are not expected to cause DCP 

biases for normal power operation [4]. Finally, we have applied 

our method to several of the case studies of DCP errors reported 

in [4] for a copper cavity with � = 26 mm and endcap aperture 

radius �� = 5 mm . Our method produces �  vs. microwave 

amplitude curves that are in qualitatively good agreement with 

the curves reported in [4]. Quantitatively, our simulations 

reproduce the extrema in the variations of �  with microwave 

amplitude with errors less than 50% up to 9π/2 pulses. 

Encouraged by these initial checks, we have studied three 

cavity models to explore the consequences of the asymmetry 

and the reduced conductivity. Alongside the asymmetric Al 

cavity, we consider a copper cavity and an aluminum cavity 

with symmetric endcaps and ��  = 5.5 mm . For all three 

cavities,  � = 30 mm. In each case, the cavity height is tuned 

to bring the TE011 resonance to within 100 kHz of 9.1926 GHz. 

The cavities are fed with two diametrically opposed feeds 

centered on the cavity sidewall. The feed radius is 2.4 mm. The 

models also include a cut-off tube above and below the cavity 

with the same diameter as the endcap aperture.  

To illustrate the DCP bias for these cavities, we solve the 

density matrix equations for a distribution of trajectories 

corresponding to a cloud with a Gaussian density profile with 

initial size �. = 2 mm and temperature 8 = 1 µK. The cloud is 

launched vertically, and either centered (� = 0) or offset by      

2 mm along the feed axis (� = 2).  

The calculated �  vs microwave amplitude curves for 

� = 0 for these three cavities are shown in Fig. 3. As expected, 

we find that the asymmetry increases �  near normal power 

(� ≈ 1).  For the asymmetric Al cavity, the estimated frequency 

shift for our test cloud is 0.13 × 10;�<, which is negligible for 

an accuracy goal in the low 10;�<s.  

The calculated �  vs microwave amplitude curves for 

� = 2 are shown in Fig 4. For the asymmetric Al cavity, the 

frequency shift at normal power for the test cloud corresponds 

to 3 × 10;�< , which is relatively large and worrisome. For 

comparison, the � = 2 bias has been calculated to be smaller 

than 0.5 × 10;�< for a 2 mm cloud offset for several fountains 

with two opposed feeds centered on the cavity sidewall [5, 6]. 

More recent cavity designs can significantly reduce the � = 2 

bias so that it becomes negligible [4,13,14]. 

It is interesting to consider why the asymmetric Al cavity 

has a comparatively large sensitivity to the � = 2 bias. As a 

reference point, case III of [4] considers a similar cloud for a 

fountain with a copper cavity with � = 26 mm, �� = 5 mm 

and finds � ≈ 2 ppm (parts per million) near normal power. 

For the asymmetric Al cavity, we estimate � ≈ 5 ppm for our 

test distribution. Compared to case III of [4], the � = 2 bias is 

increased for the asymmetric Al cavity by the lower 

 
Fig. 1. Phase gradients in Hz along the feed axis predicted by a finite 

element model compared to the analytic solution [3] for a closed 

cylindrical cavity with radius � = 30 ��  and height ℎ ≈ 21.8 ��. The 
feed radius was 1 mm. 

 
Fig. 2. A mesh refinement study for a finite element model of the 

asymmetric Al cavity with radius of curvature �5 = 50 µ� for the edge of 
the endcap apertures. We choose a phase convention where Hz is nearly 

real so that the spatial phase variations are described by Im(Hz) [3].  We 

plot the � = 0 component of Im(Hz) along the cavity axis with an offset 

� = 5.3  mm from the cavity center. The apertures �? ≈ @10.9 ��� 
cause rapid field variations. Outside the cavity, the microwave field 

amplitude falls off due to the cut-off tubes.  The solution appears well 
converged, although some variation can be seen very close to the lower 

aperture as shown in the inset. The convergence can be improved by 

increasing the radius of curvature. 
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conductivity, the larger cavity radius, and the larger apertures 

[3].  

Another important detail to consider for the � = 2 bias is 

the effect of the TM111 mode filters included in many fountain 

cavities. The mode filter is a groove formed by the cavity walls 

and the outer edge of the endcaps which acts to shift the TM111 

resonance away from the TE011 resonance [15,16]. Depending 

on the dimensions chosen for the groove, the TM111 mode filters 

can have a large effect on the � = 1 and � = 2 DCP modes 

[4]. The asymmetric Al cavity of NIST-F1 includes a groove 

with width 0.13 mm and height 4.8 mm on the upper endcap. 

For this study, the groove is omitted from our models. Our 

initial investigations indicate that this mode filter has a small 

effect on the � = 2 bias of the asymmetric Al cavity.   

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We have used a relatively simple 3D finite element model 

for an initial study of the DCP errors in the asymmetric Al 

cavity currently installed in NIST F1. Our results indicate that 

although the asymmetry increases the � = 0 DCP bias, this 

bias is likely to be negligible. For the � = 2 bias, we estimated 

a frequency shift of 3 × 10;�< for a molasses-like cloud with a 

2 mm offset from the fountain axis. This suggests that the 

asymmetric Al cavity has a relatively large sensitivity to the 

� = 2 DCP error.  This is cause for concern, but an accuracy 

in the low 10;�<s should be achievable once a full evaluation 

of the DCP bias of NIST F1 is completed. Further investigation 

of the accuracy of our field model is also needed. It is not clear 

whether the simple finite element method used in this study 

could be sufficiently accurate for a full evaluation of the DCP 

biases for NIST-F1, but the relative simplicity of the method 

suggests it is a useful tool nonetheless.  

This work is a contribution of NIST, a U.S. government 

agency, and it is not subject to copyright. 
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vertically).  

 
Fig. 4. DCP errors for � = 2 as a function of microwave amplitude for 

three cavity models. The amplitude is normalized so that A = 1 
corresponds to normal operating power for each case (first maximum in 
the average transition probability on resonance). At normal power, we 

estimate Δ ≈ 5 ppm, corresponding to a frequency shift of 3 × 10;�<  
for the asymmetric Al cavity with the test atomic distribution (initial 

size �. = 2 mm and temperature 8 = 1 µD, launched vertically, offset by 

2 mm from the cavity center along the feed axis). 
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